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The Changing Business of
Journalism and Its Implications
for Democracy Jun 19 2021 The
business of journalism is widely
held to be in a terminal crisis
today, in particular because the
rise of the internet has drained
audience attention and
advertising revenue away from
existing media platforms. This
book, the first systematic
international overview of how
the news industry is dealing
with current changes, counters
such simplistic predictions of
the supposedly technologically
determined death of the news
industry. It offers instead
nuanced scrutiny of the threats
and opportunities facing legacy
news organisations across the
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world in countries as diverse as
the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, Germany,
Finland, Brazil, and India as
they transition to an
increasingly convergent media
landscape.
The New Ethics of
Journalism Aug 22 2021
Featuring a new code of ethics
for journalists and essays by 14
journalism thought leaders and
practitioners, The New Ethics
of Journalism: Principles for the
21st Century, by Kelly McBride
and Tom Rosenstiel, examines
the new pressures brought to
bear on journalism by
technology and changing
audience habits. It offers a new
framework for making critical
moral choices, as well as case
2/27

studies that reinforce the
concepts and principles rising
to prominence in 21st century
communication. The book
addresses the unique problems
facing journalism today,
including how we arrive at
truth in an era of abundant and
unverified information; the
evolution of new business
models and partnerships; the
presence of journalists on
independent social media
platforms; the role of diversity;
the meaning of stories; the
value of images; and the role of
community in the production of
journalism.
Local Journalism and Local
Media Oct 12 2020 The local
media - local newspapers and
radio, regional television, cable
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television and local news on the
internet - represents a diverse
and rapidly-changing sector of
the British media landscape.
Bringing together media
academics, local journalists and
other media professionals, this
text presents a thorough, up-todate and authoritative account
of recent developments and
future prospects for Britain's
local newspapers, local media
and local journalism. Drawing
on current research and
relevant literature, the book
covers: *key developments in
the local media scene *the
distinctive editorial format of
local newspapers *news
sources and other sources
available to local journalists
*recent developments in media
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policy *online journalism
*ethics and regulations *the
impact of new technology.
Situating the study within the
context of local, national and
multi-national media networks,
this unique text provides
students with a well-written
and wide-ranging assessment
of all aspects of the local media
in the UK and as such, will be a
welcome addition to the
current literature.
Journalism and Media
Convergence Dec 26 2021
Journalism is under everincreasing pressure, due in
large part to the phenomenon
of media convergence. Not only
does media convergence
redefine the tasks of journalists
and newsrooms, it also re3/27

shapes the business
environments of media
companies. In this book,
international media
practitioners and researchers
describe and analyze the
relationships between media
convergence and advertising,
public relations, social media
and other areas of
communication posing a
challenge to journalism.
Introduction to Journalism Mar
29 2022 A guide to assist
learners working towards the
South African NQF (NSB04)
national certificate in
journalism level five, as well as
for degree and diploma
journalism courses, this text is
equally useful for media
trainers and as a self-study
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manual.
Newsmakers Jul 29 2019 Will
the use of artificial intelligence
(AI), algorithms, and smart
machines be the end of
journalism as we know it--or its
savior? In Newsmakers,
Francesco Marconi, who has
led the development of the
Associated Press and Wall
Street Journal's use of AI in
journalism, offers a new
perspective on the potential of
these technologies. He explains
how reporters, editors, and
newsrooms of all sizes can take
advantage of the possibilities
they provide to develop new
ways of telling stories and
connecting with readers.
Marconi analyzes the
challenges and opportunities of
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AI through case studies
ranging from financial
publications using algorithms
to write earnings reports to
investigative reporters
analyzing large data sets to
outlets determining the
distribution of news on social
media. Newsmakers contends
that AI can augment--not
automate--the industry,
allowing journalists to break
more news more quickly while
simultaneously freeing up their
time for deeper analysis.
Marshaling insights drawn
from firsthand experience,
Marconi maps a media
landscape transformed by
artificial intelligence for the
better. In addition to
considering the benefits of
4/27

these new technologies,
Marconi stresses the
continuing need for editorial
and institutional oversight.
Newsmakers outlines the
important questions that
journalists and media
organizations should consider
when integrating AI and
algorithms into their workflow.
For journalism students as well
as seasoned media
professionals, Marconi's
insights provide much-needed
clarity and a practical roadmap
for how AI can best serve
journalism.
Journalism Feb 13 2021
Journalism shows you how to
write quickly and expertly for
all major forms of journalistic
writing today. Whether
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producing a snappy headline or
reporting a full length news
story, piecing together a
‘feature’ or compiling a blog,
this book will guide you
through the pitfalls and inspire
you to write better. Written by
an experienced journalist, the
book outlines the principles of
journalistic writing, then
illustrates these with examples
of good – and not-so-good –
practice from the real world,
helping you to hone your
writing skills for both print and
online media. Learn how to
craft text like the professionals,
with advice on everything from
how to write compelling prose
to getting your first job in
journalism. This book is a
‘must- read’ for all practising
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and aspiring journalists and
writers.
The Rise of NonProfit
Investigative Journalism in the
United States Aug 10 2020
With a foreword from Michael
Schudson, The Rise of
Nonprofit Investigative
Journalism in the United States
examines the rapid growth,
impact and sustainability of
not-for-profit investigative
reporting and its impact on US
democracy and mainstream
journalism. The book addresses
key questions about the
sustainability of foundation
funding, the agendas of
foundations, and the ethical
issues that arise from
philanthropically funded
journalism. It provides a
5/27

theoretical framework that
enables readers to recognize
connections and relationships
that the nonprofit
accountability journalism
sector has with the economic,
political and mainstream media
fields in the United States. As
battered news media struggled
to survive the financial crisis of
2007-2009, dozens of
investigative and public service
reporting startups funded by
foundations, billionaires and
everyday citizens were
launched to scrutinize local,
state and national issues.
Foundations, donors and many
journalists believed there was a
crisis for investigative
journalism and democracy in
the United States. This book
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challenges this and argues that
legacy editors acted to
quarantine their investigative
teams from newsroom cuts. It
also demonstrates how
nonprofit journalism
transformed aspects of
journalistic practice. Through
detailed research and practical
discussion, it provides a
comprehensive study of this
increasingly important genre of
journalism. The Rise of
Nonprofit Investigative
Journalism in the United States
is an important text for
academics and students of
journalism, communications
theory, media and democracyrelated units, as well as
journalists worldwide.
Tell Me No Lies Jun 27 2019
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At a time when journalism is
under attack as never before,
Tell Me No Lies could not be
more timely. It is a celebration
of the very best investigative
journalism, and some of the
greatest practitioners of the
craft: Seymour Hersh on the
My
Exploring Journalism and the
Media Nov 12 2020 Introduce
your students to the exciting
world of journalism using the
hands-on, relevant approach of
EXPLORING JOURNALISM
AND THE MEDIA, 2e. The
instructional model presents
timeless concepts and
applications that will prepare
students for scholastic
journalism, as well as lay the
ground work for future classes,
6/27

jobs, and careers. Author
Lorrie Lynch's experience as a
USA Today journalist gives a
unique perspective absent from
most other journalism
textbooks. Profiles of real
journalists, authentic student
writings from scholastic
publications, 21st Century
Career Skills, and discussion
on legal issues and editorial
ethics will help students
connect to the curriculum.
EXPLORING JOURNALISM
AND THE MEDIA, 2e will not
only introduce students to the
many different journalism
career opportunities, but will
also help them perform better
in the classroom by providing
academic connections,
grammar tips, critical thinking
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activities, and writing
activities. Important Notice:
Media content referenced
within the product description
or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Language of Journalism
Jan 15 2021 The newspaper is
to the twentieth century what
the novel was for the
nineteenth century: the
expression of popular
sentiment. In the first of a
three-volume study of
journalism and what it has
meant as a source of
knowledge and as a mechanism
for orchestrating mass
ideology, Melvin J. Lasky
provides a major overview. His
research runs the gamut of
material found in newspapers,
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from the trivial to the profound,
from pseudo-science to habits
of solid investigation. The
volume is divided into four
parts. The first attacks
deficiencies in grammar and
syntax with examples from
newspapers and magazines
drawn from the German as well
as English-language press. The
second examines the key issues
of journalism: accuracy and
authenticity. Lasky provides an
especially acute account of
differences between active
literacy and passive viewing, or
the relationship of word and
picture in defining authenticity.
The third part emphasizes the
problem of bias in everything
from racial reporting to
cultural correctness. This is the
7/27

first systematic attempt to
study racial nomenclature,
identity-labeling, and literary
discrimination. Lasky follows
closely the model set by George
Orwell a half century earlier.
The final section of the work
covers the competition
between popular media and the
redefinition of pornography
and its language. The volume
closes with an examination of
how the popular culture both
influenced and was influential
upon literary titans like
Hemingway, Lawrence, and
Tynan.
The Future of Journalism Case study of the U.S. and
Latvia Mar 17 2021 Seminar
paper from the year 2010 in
the subject Communications Online Library
storage.decentralization.gov.ua on
December 6, 2022 Read Pdf Free

Journalism, Journalism
Professions, grade: A-, Central
European University Budapest,
course: “News Media and
Political Power: Lessons from
American Perspective”,
language: English, abstract:
The future of news media
characterized by uncertainty,
over- and underestimation is a
fascinating area of study.
Nowadays everything is glocal,
everyone can be journalist and
a political player - news
consumers become news
producers. Unfortunately, there
is a lack of theoretical and
empirical researches about the
future of journalism. Therefore
my research questions are: 1)
How will the journalism
develop? (global and U.S.
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vision)? 2) How will the
journalism develop in Latvia?
3) What are the development
scenarios? The final paper
consists of three parts and I
have also proposed some
recommendations in the end.
The Journalist and the
Murderer Sep 22 2021 A
seminal work and examination
of the psychopathology of
journalism. Using a strange
and unprecedented lawsuit by
a convicted murder againt the
journalist who wrote a book
about his crime, Malcolm
delves into the always uneasy,
sometimes tragic relationship
that exists between journalist
and subject. Featuring the reallife lawsuit of Jeffrey
MacDonald, a convicted
8/27

murderer, against Joe
McGinniss, the author of Fatal
Vision. In Malcolm's view,
neither journalist nor subject
can avoid the moral impasse
that is built into the journalistic
situation. When the text first
appeared, as a two-part article
in The New Yorker, its thesis
seemed so radical and its irony
so pitiless that journalists
across the country reacted as if
stung. Her book is a work of
journalism as well as an essay
on journalism: it at once
exemplifies and dissects its
subject. In her interviews with
the leading and subsidiary
characters in the MacDonaldMcGinniss case -- the
principals, their lawyers, the
members of the jury, and the
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various persons who testified
as expert witnesses at the trial
-- Malcolm is always aware of
herself as a player in a game
that, as she points out, she
cannot lose. The journalistsubject encounter has always
troubled journalists, but never
before has it been looked at so
unflinchingly and so ruefully.
Hovering over the narrative -and always on the edge of the
reader's consciousness -- is the
MacDonald murder case itself,
which imparts to the book an
atmosphere of anxiety and
uncanniness. The Journalist
and the Murderer derives from
and reflects many of the
dominant intellectual concerns
of our time, and it will have a
particular appeal for those who
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cherish the odd, the off-center,
and the unsolved.
Remaking the News Dec 02
2019 Leading scholars chart
the future of studies on
technology and journalism in
the digital age. The use of
digital technology has
transformed the way news is
produced, distributed, and
received. Just as media
organizations and journalists
have realized that technology is
a central and indispensable
part of their enterprise,
scholars of journalism have
shifted their focus to the role of
technology. In Remaking the
News, leading scholars chart
the future of studies on
technology and journalism in
the digital age. These ongoing
9/27

changes in journalism invite
scholars to rethink how they
approach this dynamic field of
inquiry. The contributors
consider theoretical and
methodological issues;
concepts from the social
science canon that can help
make sense of journalism; the
occupational culture and
practice of journalism; and
major gaps in current
scholarship on the news:
analyses of inequality, history,
and failure. Contributors Mike
Ananny, C. W. Anderson,
Rodney Benson, Pablo J.
Boczkowski, Michael X. Delli
Carpini, Mark Deuze, William
H. Dutton, Matthew Hindman,
Seth C. Lewis, Eugenia
Mitchelstein, W. Russell
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Neuman, Rasmus Kleis Nielsen,
Zizi Papacharissi, Victor
Pickard, Mirjam Prenger, Sue
Robinson, Michael Schudson,
Jane B. Singer, Natalie (Talia)
Jomini Stroud, Karin WahlJorgensen, Rodrigo Zamith
Literary Journalism May 19
2021 Overviews literary
journalism and provides
biographical entries for writers
and editors who practiced
literary journalism.
Will the Last Reporter Please
Turn Out the Lights Jul 21 2021
Essays by Thomas Frank, Clay
Shirky, David Simon, and
others: “Anyone concerned
about the state of journalism
should read this book.”
—Library Journal The sudden
meltdown of the news media
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has sparked one of the liveliest
debates in recent memory, with
an outpouring of opinion and
analysis crackling across
journals, the blogosphere, and
academic publications. Yet,
until now, we have lacked a
comprehensive and accessible
introduction to this new and
shifting terrain. In Will the Last
Reporter Please Turn Out the
Lights, celebrated media
analysts Robert W. McChesney
and Victor Pickard have
assembled thirty-two
illuminating pieces on the crisis
in journalism, revised and
updated for this volume.
Featuring some of today’s most
incisive and influential
commentators, this
comprehensive collection
10/27

contextualizes the predicament
faced by the news media
industry through a concise
history of modern journalism, a
hard-hitting analysis of the
structural and financial causes
of news media’s sudden
collapse, and deeply informed
proposals for how the vital role
of journalism might be rescued
from impending disaster. Sure
to become the essential guide
to the journalism crisis, Will
the Last Reporter Please Turn
Out the Lights is both a primer
on the news media today and a
chronicle of a key historical
moment in the transformation
of the press.
Journalism and Celebrity Oct
04 2022 "Against the
maelstrom of opinion and
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scholarship on what journalism
is, was, and might be, this book
considers how journalism and
celebrity work together
towards social, cultural, and
political control. Exploring the
intertwining histories of
journalism and celebrity, the
book looks at journalism's
relationships with persona,
politics, society, and identity,
and how the dynamics of
celebrity and journalism
facilitate mediatised attacks on
individuals. Through a critical
and holistic approach that
focuses on the structure and
agency of journalism, the book
explores how attack journalism
works as a process of
celebrification, a political
discourse, a means to
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challenge the hegemonic power
of established orders, and as a
mechanism to perpetuate them.
The book ultimately moves
towards a discussion of how we
might tackle some of the worst
abuses of individuals and also
identify when celebrity and
celebrified journalism might be
working in the public interest.
Including historical and
contemporary case studies
from the UK and US, this book
is useful reading for
journalism, communication,
media studies, and history
students, as well as scholars in
the fields of journalism,
celebrity, cultural studies, and
political communication"-Essential Journalism Aug 29
2019
11/27

Models of Journalism May 31
2022 Models of Journalism
investigates the most
fundamental questions of how
journalists can best serve the
public and what factors enable
or obstruct them in doing so.
The book evaluates previous
scholarly attempts at modeling
the function and influencing
factors of journalism, and
proceeds to develop a range of
important new models that
take contemporary challenges
faced by journalists and
journalism into account. Among
these new models is the
"chronology-of-journalism",
which introduces a new set of
influencing factors that can
affect journalists in the 21st
century. These include internal
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factors – journalistic principles,
precedents and practices – and
external factors – journalistic
production, publication and
perception. Another new
model, the "journalistic
compass", delineates
differences and similarities
between some of the most
important journalistic roles in
the media landscape. For each
new model, Peter Bro takes the
actions and attitudes of
individual journalists as its
starting point. Models of
Journalism combines practice
and theory to outline and
assess existing theoretical
models alongside original ones.
The book will be a useful tool
for researchers, lecturers and
practitioners who are engaged
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with the ever-evolving notions
of what journalism is and who
journalists are.
Science Journalism Jun 07 2020
Science Journalism: An
Introduction gives wideranging guidance on producing
journalistic content about
different areas of scientific
research. It provides a step-bystep guide to mastering the
practical skills necessary for
covering scientific stories and
explaining the business behind
the industry. Martin W. Angler,
an experienced science and
technology journalist, covers
the main stages involved in
getting an article written and
published; from choosing an
idea, structuring your pitch,
researching and interviewing,
12/27

to writing effectively for
magazines, newspapers and
online publications. There are
chapters dedicated to
investigative reporting,
handling scientific data and
explaining scientific practice
and research findings to a nonspecialist audience. Coverage
in the chapters is supported by
reading lists, review questions
and practical exercises. The
book also includes extensive
interviews with established
science journalists, scholars
and scientists that provide tips
on building a career in science
journalism, address what
makes a good reporter and
discuss the current issues they
face professionally. The book
concludes by laying out the
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numerous available routes into
science journalism, such as
relevant writing programs,
fellowships, awards and
successful online science
magazines. For students of
journalism and professional
journalists at all levels, this
book offers an invaluable
overview of contemporary
science journalism with an
emphasis on professional
journalistic practice and
success in the digital age.
The Sociology of Journalism
and the Press Feb 25 2022
Profile Pieces Sep 10 2020 This
book examines the history,
theory and journalistic practice
of profile writing. Profiles, and
the practice of writing them,
are of increasing interest to
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scholars of journalism because
conflicts between the
interviewer and the subject
exemplify the changing nature
of journalism itself. While the
subject, often through the
medium of their press
representative, struggles to
retain control of the interview
space, the journalist seeks to
subvert it. This interesting and
multi-layered interaction,
however, has rarely been
subject to critical scrutiny,
partly because profiles have
traditionally been regarded as
public relations exercises or as
‘soft’ journalism. However,
chapters in this volume reveal
not only that profiling has,
historically, taken many
different forms, but that the
13/27

idea of the interview as a
contested space has
applications beyond the subject
of celebrated individuals. The
volume looks at the profile’s
historical beginnings, at the
contemporary manufacture of
celebrity versus the ‘ordinary’,
at profiling communities,
countries and movements, at
profiling the destitute, at
sporting personalities and
finally at profiling and trauma.
Digital Journalism Studies
Jul 09 2020 Digital Journalism
Studies: The Key
Conceptsprovides an
authoritative, research-based
"first stop-must read" guide to
the study of digital journalism.
This cutting-edge text offers a
particular focus on
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developments in digital media
technologies and their
implications for all aspects of
the working practices of
journalists and the academic
field of journalism studies, as
well as the structures, funding
and products of the journalism
industries. A selection of
entries include the topics:
Artificial intelligence; Citizen
journalism; Clickbait; Drone
journalism; Fake news;
Hyperlocal journalism; Native
advertising; News bots; Nonprofit journalism; User
comment threads; Viral news;
WikiLeaks. Digital Journalism
Studies: The Key Conceptsis an
accessible read for students,
academics and researchers
interested in Digital Journalism
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and Digital Journalism Studies,
as well as the broader fields of
media, communication and
cultural studies. rlocal
journalism; Native advertising;
News bots; Non-profit
journalism; User comment
threads; Viral news; WikiLeaks.
Digital Journalism Studies: The
Key Conceptsis an accessible
read for students, academics
and researchers interested in
Digital Journalism and Digital
Journalism Studies, as well as
the broader fields of media,
communication and cultural
studies.
Taking Journalism Seriously
Mar 05 2020 Taking Journalism
Seriously: News and the
Academy argues that scholars
have remained too entrenched
14/27

within their own disciplinary
areas resulting in isolated
bodies of scholarship. This is
the first book to critically
survey journalism scholarship
in one volume and organize it
by disparate fields. The book
reviews existing journalism
research in such diverse fields
as sociology, history, language
studies, political science, and
cultural analysis and dissects
the most prevalent and
understated research in each
discipline.
The Law of Journalism and
Mass Communication Nov 05
2022 In The Law of Journalism
and Mass Communication,
authors Susan Dente Ross, Amy
Reynolds, and Robert Trager
present a lively, up-to-date, and
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comprehensive introduction to
media law that brings the law
to life for future professional
communicators. The book is
grounded in the traditions and
rules of law but also contains
fresh facts and relevant
examples that keep readers
engaged. Tightly focused
breakout boxes highlight
contemporary examples of the
law in action or emphasize
central points of law as well as
intersections with international
law and policy. The thoroughly
updated Seventh Edition
contains a wealth of new
content that is as timely as
possible—from the U.S.
Supreme Court, federal and
state courts, Congress,
executive agencies, federal and
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state policymakers and
advisory groups, and media
organizations and allies. A
refreshed look, feel, and flow of
chapters provide readers an
understanding of fastexpanding areas of the law and
legal complexities.
Journalism and
Communication in China
and the West Nov 24 2021
This book sheds new light on
the study of journalism and
communication, considering
why and how journalism is
studied in the 21st century. It
notably offers both an
international and
interdisciplinary comparison of
journalism and communication,
examining the history of
Chinese and Western
15/27

journalism and addressing the
similarities and differences
between them. Focusing on the
education and training of
future journalists, it also
provides a comprehensive
study of news coverage
systems in China and in
Western countries, including
the processing of news sources,
attitudes towards news
communication and
comparative communication
scholarship. Researchers of
media and journalism will find
this a key read, as well as
practicing journalists and
students of journalism.
Encyclopaedia Of Journalism
And Mass Communication (5
Vols.) Oct 24 2021 Mass
Communication is an
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interdisciplined domain. It can
t understood as stand alone
subject. Because it deals with
society and culture at one hand
and technology at the other.
Thus an encyclopedia was
needed that could give a
comprehensive explanation of
terms, concepts, theories and
principles at one place. Mass
Communication has a history
as long as human civilization.
Thus it requires a historical
perspective also. This fivevolume endeavor is aimed at
giving a whole gamut of the
communication process with
the teeming millions. It will
immensely benefit students,
teachers, mass communicators,
theoreticians and practitioners,
theoreticians and practitioners
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alike. Something usable today,
a ready reckoner for years to
come and a collector s items
for all times. A must read
endurable and preservable.
What's Fair? Jan 27 2022
What's fair? It is an old
question in journalism. In 1999,
it seems more difficult to
answer than ever. The cycle of
story, spin, and counterspin
that surrounds the White
House is only the most obvious
part of the problem. In the past
25 years, the practice of
journalism has changed
enormously--particularly in the
United States. The demarcation
of public and private life that
once ruled certain kinds of
stories out-of-bounds has
eroded, leaving reporters with
16/27

the unenviable challenge of
having to cover events whose
seaminess inevitably taints all
who touch them. Commercial
pressures, and a tidal wave of
information and entertainment
media, have engulfed the news
business--leaving the
definitions of journalism and
journalistic standards vague
and uncertain. And the
technology of news reporting is
speeding up news cycles in
ways that leave little time for
sober and measured
judgments.What's Fair? is a
collection of essays from
experts in the field that are
sure to spark compelling
questions and ideas about
journalism and its place in our
time. In "Fairness--A Struggle,"
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journalists explore a subject
that they normally share only
with close friends and
colleagues--their own struggles
with fairness that occurred in
places as different as South
Africa, Washington, and the
South Bronx. In "Fairness--A
History," nine contributors
examine the history of the
fairness question, specifically
the establishment of the
Hutchins Commission report of
1947, which is evaluated here
by a historian, a journalist and
a First Amendment authority.
In a comparative vein, two
authorities on international
communications law examine
British regulations for fairness
in broadcasting at the end of
the 20th century. In "Fairness--
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A Goal," contributors explore
what struggles for fairness
mean in a variety of contexts,
from American newsrooms to
post-Communist Poland to
Northern Ireland.Many
discussions of fairness are
either numbingly abstract or
impossibly righteous. To avoid
those hazards, Robert Giles and
Robert Snyder have grounded
this volume in stories--the kind
of stories journalists tell each
other and the kind of stories
people tell about journalism.
This volume is a testament to
journalism that is free yet fair,
probing yet credible and
authoritative in content yet
open to many voices.Robert
Giles is editor-in-chief of Media
Studies Journal, senior vice
17/27

president of the Freedom
Forum and executive director
of Media Studies Center.
Formerly the editor and
publisher of The Detroit News,
he is the author of Newsroom
Management: A Guide to
Theory and Practice.Robert W.
Snyder is editor of the Media
Studies Journal, a historian,
and most recently author of
Transit Talk: New York's Bus
and Subway Workers Tell Their
Stories. He has taught at
Princeton University and New
York University, from which he
holds a doctorate in history.
Convergent Journalism Jan 03
2020 Convergent Journalism is
an online news system that
uses a range of media and
methods to collect and present
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information. With the advent
and growth of the Internet, this
form of news has been
flourishing globally and has
become the mainstream in
China. In 2014, the Chinese
Government established media
convergence as a national
strategy. This book offers a
panoramic view of the theories
and practice of Convergent
Journalism in a Chinese media
landscape. Drawing on a
plethora of cases, the author
introduces concepts, subjects,
and processes, and elaborates
on media components including
text, visuals, audio, and video.
In addition, he discusses the
application of search engine
optimization, hyperlinks in
reporting, user interaction, and
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user creation of content. Aside
from providing an in-depth
theoretical analysis, the book
provides much guidance for
practitioners. Students,
scholars, and professionals of
communication studies,
journalism, and media studies
will benefit from this book.
Disrupting Journalism
Ethics May 07 2020 Disrupting
Journalism Ethics sets out to
disrupt and change how we
think about journalism and its
ethics. The book contends that
long-established ways of
thinking, which have come
down to us from the history of
journalism, need radical
conceptual reform, with
alternate conceptions of the
role of journalism and fresh
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principles to evaluate practice.
Through a series of disruptions,
the book undermines the
traditional principles of
journalistic neutrality and "just
the facts" reporting. It
proposes an alternate
philosophy of journalism as
engagement for democracy.
The aim is a journalism ethic
better suited to an age of
digital and global media. As a
philosophical pragmatist,
Stephen J. A. Ward critiques
traditional conceptions of
accuracy, neutrality,
detachment and patriotism,
evaluating their capacity to
respond to ethical dilemmas for
journalists in the 21st century.
The book proposes a holistic
mindset for doing journalism
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ethics, a theory of journalism
as advocacy for egalitarian
democracy, and a global
redefinition of basic journalistic
norms. The book concludes by
outlining the shape of a future
journalism ethics, employing
these alternative notions.
Disrupting Journalism Ethics is
an important intervention into
the role of journalism today. It
asks: what new role journalists
should play in today's digital
media world? And what new
mind-set, new aims, and new
standards ought jounalists to
embrace? The book aims to
persuade--and provoke-ethicists, journalists, students,
and members of the public to
disrupt and invent.
Journalism Sep 03 2022 This
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volume sets out the state-ofthe-art in the discipline of
journalism at a time in which
the practice and profession of
journalism is in serious flux.
While journalism is still
anchored to its history, change
is infecting the field. The
profession, and the scholars
who study it, are
reconceptualizing what
journalism is in a time when
journalists no longer
monopolize the means for
spreading the news. Here,
journalism is explored as a
social practice, as an
institution, and as memory. The
roles, epistemologies, and
ethics of the field are evolving.
With this in mind, the volume
revisits classic theories of
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journalism, such as
gatekeeping and agendasetting, but also opens up new
avenues of theorizing by
broadening the scope of inquiry
into an expanded journalism
ecology, which now includes
citizen journalism,
documentaries, and lifestyle
journalism, and by tapping the
insights of other disciplines,
such as geography, economics,
and psychology. The volume is
a go-to map of the field for
students and
scholars—highlighting
emerging issues, enduring
themes, revitalized theories,
and fresh conceptualizations of
journalism.
Journalism and Citizenship
Apr 05 2020 Journalism is in
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the middle of sweeping
changes in its relationships
with the communities it serves,
and the audiences for news and
public affairs it seeks to
address. Changes in technology
have blurred the lines between
professionals and citizens,
partisan and objective
bystanders, particularly in the
emerging public zones of the
blogosphere. This volume
examines these changes and
the new concepts needed to
understand them in the days
and years ahead. With
contributions from up-andcoming scholars, this collection
identifies key issues and paves
the way for further research on
the role of journalism in today's
world. It will appeal to
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scholars, researchers, and
advanced students in
journalism, communication,
and media studies, and will
also be of interest to those in
public affairs, political science,
and government.
Making Journalists Apr 17
2021 At a time when the
media's relation to power is at
the forefront of political
discussion, this book considers
how journalists can affect
public discourse on politics,
economy and society at large.
From well-known and
respected authors providing all
new material, Making
Journalists considers
journalism education, training,
practice and professionalism
across a wide range of
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countries, including Saudi
Arabia, Africa, India, USA and
the UK. The book offers
insights into: what journalism
is how education makes the
journalist and, therefore, the
news models of journalism
taught and practised across the
globe the ethical implications
of the process. When news
reporting can lead to decisions
on whether or not to got to
war, everything can be affected
by journalists and their
mediation of the world. This
text brings these present issues
together in one invaluable
resource for all students of
journalism, politics and media
studies.
Specialist Journalism Jul 01
2022 Combining practical 'how
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to' skills with reflection on the
place of each specialism in the
industry, this guide features
the skills needed to cover
specialist areas, including
writing match reports for sport,
reviewing the arts, and dealing
with complex information for
science. The book will also
discuss how specialist
journalists have contributed to
the mainstream news agenda,
as well as analysing how
different issues have been
covered in each specialism,
such as the credit crunch,
global warming, national crime
statistics and the celebrity
culture in sport. Areas covered
include: Sport Business Politics
Crime Environment Fashion
Food Music Media Science
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The View from Somewhere
Sep 30 2019 #MeToo.
#BlackLivesMatter.
#NeverAgain. #WontBeErased.
Though both the right- and leftwing media claim “objectivity”
in their reporting of these and
other contentious issues, the
American public has become
increasingly cynical about
truth, fact, and reality. In The
View from Somewhere, Lewis
Raven Wallace dives deep into
the history of “objectivity” in
journalism and how its been
used to gatekeep and silence
marginalized writers as far
back as Ida B. Wells. At its
core, this is a book about fierce
journalists who have pursued
truth and transparency and
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sometimes been punished for
it—not just by tyrannical
governments but by journalistic
institutions themselves. He
highlights the stories of
journalists who question
“objectivity” with sensitivity
and passion: Desmond Cole of
the Toronto Star; New York
Times reporter Linda
Greenhouse; Pulitzer Prizewinner Rachel Kaadzi Ghansah;
Peabody-winning podcaster
John Biewen; Guardian
correspondent Gary Younge;
former Buzzfeed reporter
Meredith Talusan; and many
others. Wallace also shares his
own experiences as a
midwestern transgender
journalist and activist who was
fired from his job as a national
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reporter for public radio for
speaking out against
“objectivity” in coverage of
Trump and white supremacy.
With insightful steps through
history, Wallace stresses that
journalists have never been
mere passive observers—the
choices they make reflect
worldviews tinted by race,
class, gender, and geography.
He upholds the centrality of
facts and the necessary
discipline of verification but
argues against the long-held
standard of “objective” media
coverage that asks journalists
to claim they are without bias.
Using historical and
contemporary examples—from
lynching in the nineteenth
century to transgender issues
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in the twenty-first—Wallace
offers a definitive critique of
“objectivity” as a catchall for
accurate journalism. He calls
for the dismissal of this
damaging mythology in order
to confront the realities of
institutional power, racism, and
other forms of oppression and
exploitation in the news
industry. Now more than ever,
journalism that resists
extractive, exploitive, and
tokenistic practices toward
marginalized people isn’t just
important—it is essential.
Combining Wallace’s
intellectual and emotional
journey with the wisdom of
others’ experiences, The View
from Somewhere is a
compelling rallying cry against
22/27

journalist neutrality and for the
validity of news told from
distinctly subjective voices.
The Future of Journalism in the
Advanced Democracies Aug 02
2022 This book explores the
current challenges faced by
those working in the news
media, focusing on the
responsibilities of journalism in
advanced democracies. The
contributors investigate key
issues facing twenty-first
century journalism and offer indepth studies of the UK news
media. These detailed analyses
provide the basis for
comparison with media in the
US, France, Germany, Italy and
Japan. The book's provocative
conclusions will provide the
groundwork for continuing
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debate about the place of
journalism in invigorating
political processes and
democratic functions.
The Routledge Handbook of
Developments in Digital
Journalism Studies Apr 29 2022
Introduction: introducing the
complexities of developments
in digital journalism studies /
Scott A. Eldridge II & Bob
Franklin -- Law defining
journalists: who's who in the
age of digital media? / Jane
Johnston & Anne Wallace -Studying role conceptions in
the digital age: A critical
appraisal / Folker Hanusch &
Sandra Banjac -- Who am I?
perceptions of digital
journalists' professional
identity / Tim P. Vos & Patrick
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Ferrucci -- The death of the
author, the rise of the robojournalist: authorship, bylines
and full disclosure in
automated journalism / Tal
Montal & Zvi Reich -- The
entrepreneurial journalist /
Tamara Witschge & Frank
Harbers -- Content analysis of
Twitter: big data, big studies /
Cornelia Brantner & Jürgen
Pfeffer -- Innovation in content
analysis: freezing the flow of
liquid news / Rodrigo Zamith -An approach to assessing the
robustness of local news
provision / Philip M. Napoli,
Matthew Weber & Kathleen
McCollough -- Reconstructing
the dynamics of the digital
news ecosystem: a case study
on news diffusion processes /
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Elisabeth Günther, Florian Buhl
& Thorsten Quandt -- Testing
the myth of enclaves: a
discussion of research designs
for assessing algorithmic
curation / Jacob Ørmen -Digital news users' and how to
find them: theoretical and
methodological innovations in
news use studies / Ike Picone -What if the future is not all
digital?: trends in U.S.
Newspapers' multiplatform
readership / Hsiang Iris Chyi &
Ori Tenenboim -- On digital
distribution's failure to solve
newspapers' existential crisis:
symptoms, causes,
consequences and remedies /
Neil Thurman, Robert G.
Picard, Merja Myllylahti &
Arne H. Krumsvik -- Precarious
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e-lancers: freelance journalists'
rights, contracts, labor
organizing, and digital
resistance / Errol Salamon -What can nonprofit journalists
actually do for democracy? /
Magda Konieczna & Elia
Powers -- Digital journalism
and regulation: ownership and
control / Victor Pickard -Defining and mapping data
journalism and computational
journalism: a review of
typologies and themes / Mark
Coddington -- Algorithms are a
reporter's best new friend:
news automation and the case
for augmented journalism /
Carl-Gustav Linden -- Disclose,
decode and demystify: an
empirical guide to algorithmic
transparency / Michael Koliska
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& Nicholas Diakopoulos -Visual network exploration for
data journalists / Tommaso
Venturini, Mathieu Jacomy,
Liliana Bounegru & Jonathan
Gray -- Data journalism as a
platform: architecture, agents,
protocols / Eddy Borges-Rey -Social media livestreaming /
Claudette G. Artwick -- Ethical
approaches to computational
journalism / Konstantin Dörr -Who owns the news? The "right
to be forgotten" and journalists'
conflicting principles / Ivor
Shapiro & Brian MacLeod
Rogers -- Defamation in
unbounded spaces: Journalism
and social media / Diana Bossio
& Vittoria Sacco -- Hacks,
hackers and the expansive
boundaries of journalism /
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Nikki Usher -- Journalistic
freedom and the surveillance of
journalists post-Snowden / Paul
Lashmar -- How and why pop
up news ecologies come into
being / Melissa Wall -- The
movement and its mobile
journalism: a phenomenology
of Black Lives Matter
journalist-activists / Allissa V.
Richardson -- Nature as
knowledge: the politics of
science, open data, and
environmental media platforms
/ Inka Salovaara -- Opting in
and opting out of media /
Bonnie Brennen -- Silencing the
female voice: the cyber abuse
of women on the internet /
Pamela Hill Nettleton -- Social
media and journalistic
branding: explication,
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enactment, and impact / Avery
E. Holton & Logan Molyneux -Reconsidering the intersection
between digital journalism and
games: sketching a critical
perspective / Igor Vobic -Native advertising and the
appropriation of journalistic
clout / Raul Ferrer-Conill &
Michael Karlsson -- User
comments in digital journalism:
current research and future
directions / Thomas B. Ksiazek
& Nina Springer -- Theorizing
digital journalism: the limits of
linearity and the rise of
relationships / Jane B. Singer -Outsourcing censorship and
surveillance: the privatization
of governance as an
information control strategy in
the case of Turkey / Aras
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Coskuntuncel -- Epilogue:
situating journalism in the
digital: a plea for studying
news flows, users, and
materiality / Marcel Broersma
Journalism and Emotion Dec
14 2020 "Indispensable.... for
anyone who cares about
journalism." - Professor Karin
Wahl-JorgensenHow can we
understand the complex
relationship between
journalism and emotion? In a
world of live-streamed terror,
polarised political debates and
fake news, emotion has become
central to our understanding of
contemporary journalism.
Including interviews with
leading journalists throughout,
Journalism and Emotion
critically explores the impact of
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this new affective media
environment, not just on the
practice of journalism, but also
the lived experience of
journalists themselves.
Bringing together theory and
practice, Stephen Jukes
explores: The history of
objectivity and emotion in
journalism, from pre-internet to
digital. The 'emotionalisation'
of culture in today's populist
media landscape. The blurring
of boundaries between
journalism and social media
content. The professional
practices of journalists working
with emotive material. The
mental health risks to
journalists covering traumatic
stories. The impact on
journalists handling graphic
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user-generated content. In
today's interactive,
interconnected and
participatory media
environment, there is more
emotive content being
produced and shared than ever
before. Journalism and Emotion
helps you make sense of this,
explaining how emotion is
mobilised to influence public
opinion, and how journalists
themselves work with and
through emotional material.
The Ethical Journalist Feb 02
2020 The Ethical Journalist
Praise for the Third Edition of
The Ethical Journalist “A
riveting examination of
journalism ethics, updated for
the seismic change that is now
an industry constant. The
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Ethical Journalist is written to
fortify journalism students, but
real-life examples of everything
from faked photographs to
reporting on presidential lies
make it valuable to all of us
who care about the news.”
ANN MARIE LIPINSKI,
CURATOR OF THE NIEMAN
FOUNDATION AT HARVARD
UNIVERSITY AND FORMER
EDITOR OF THE CHICAGO
TRIBUNE Praise for the Earlier
Editions “The book is superb —
the definitive work on
journalism ethics and practices.
It should be a basic text in
every school of journalism.”
GENE ROBERTS, FORMER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR OF THE
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
AND FORMER MANAGING
26/27

EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK
TIMES “At a time when the
internet has turned journalism
inside out and blown up longheld traditions, the need for
media ethics is even more
critical. This is the book to help
guide students and the rest of
us through the revolution.”
ALICIA C. SHEPARD, FORMER
NPR OMBUDSMAN The third
edition of The Ethical Journalist
is a comprehensive
examination of current issues
in the field of journalism ethics,
researched and written by four
journalists with experience in
both the newsroom and the
classroom. It gives students
and professionals the tools they
need to navigate the challenges
of journalism today, first
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explaining the importance of
ethics in journalism and then
putting a decision-making
strategy to work. The text is
supplemented by case studies
and essays, and two companion
websites provide additional
materials for educators and a
forum for all users to discuss
new topics in journalism ethics
as they arise.
Journalism and Digital
Labor Oct 31 2019 This book
investigates journalists' work
practices, professional
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ideologies, and the power
relations that impact their
work, arguing that reporters'
lives and livelihoods are shaped
by digital technologies and new
modes of capital accumulation.
Tai Neilson weaves together
ethnographic approaches and
critical theories of digital labor.
Journalists' experiences are at
the heart of the book, which is
based on interviews with news
workers from Aotearoa New
Zealand and the United States.
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The book also adopts a critical
approach to the political
economy of news across global
and local contexts, digital startups, legacy media, nonprofits,
and public service
organizations. Each chapter
features key debates illustrated
by journalists' personal
narratives. This book will be of
great interest to researchers
and students of journalism,
media and communication,
cultural studies, and the
sociology of work.
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